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Winner Peter Arnott has chosen to use his 24 hours of authority to send this column to a locale it has never
visited before. The last two clauses possibly require elucidation. When you or I purchase, for example, a new
Operation Overlord wargame, whatever the realism aspirations of the dev, we fully expect that securing Juno
Beach will be an easier task than securing Bloody Omaha ; we anticipate dislodging dug-in Panzergrenadiers
will be trickier than dislodging dug-in Osttruppen. While game fashioners in other genres are free to modulate
challenge as they see fit, the poor hamstrung wargame crafter has obligations. Opinions are divided on the
origins and purpose of Clause V. Some believe it was introduced to ensure a modicum of challenge at default
difficulty levels. Thank the Difficulty Compact. Clauses I and II â€” the crux of the Difficulty Compact â€”
can be upheld by designers in countless different ways. In fact, finding two wargames that dilate difficulty in
the same manner is almost impossible. Have I just bought a Force Fiddler â€” a game that lets me shrink or
swell armies antebellum? Is this game Realism-Neutral? Will it turn a blind eye while I turn off order delays
and friendly fire for my side while leaving it switched on for my opponent? What matters is upolding the
Compact not the way in which you do it. Until strategy smiths figure out a way to deprive us of sleep before
an engagement, give us consciences, ambitions, hemorrhoids, etc, profound command realism will, of course,
be impossible. However, what they can do through optional insight-bestowing mechanisms like courier
simulation and restricted cameras Scourge of War , political pressure Decisive Campaigns: If ramping up or
down roleplay is one of the best ways to customise difficulty then loading dice has to be one of the worst.
Whether bouncing bones are hidden away or proudly displayed, they represent randomness in its purest form
and therefore must, surely, be considered sacred. Happily, the vast majority of designers seem to appreciate
the sometimes subtle difference between aerating history and abusing it. Invitations to tamper with dice or
seriously distort unit relationships are rare. To be fair to CSME, a few alternatives to that dubious advantage
slider are offered. Deep down I think I slightly resent Clause III of the Difficulty Compact â€” the assumption
that I, the player, will determine my own challenge level through patient experimentation. Self-regulation is
about as unRommel as it gets. But are the alternatives any better? A new approach to campaigning branching,
optional objectives, gentle start together with a gradually improving AI promises to make the sequel much
more egalitarian. How would you feel if a wargame surreptitiously monitored your performance during a
campaign then adjusted difficulty accordingly?
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Nikita 4 comments My mother introduced me to the Law of Attraction a while ago and I will forever be
grateful for that. What a better gift than that of receiving the knowledge that you can create the life you want.
You can have it all. Last night, we were talking about the things we had learned from the Law of Attraction
over time and I thought that it would be worth sharing with you guys. So here are 3 crucial things to know
when it comes to the Law of Attraction. I hope this shines some light on your understanding of this beautiful
and universal law and helps you in your manifestations! You are a creator. In fact you are not just any creator,
you are the creator of your life. Yes, I said it, you create your life. I know it sounds cheesy, but bear with me.
You actually have a say in what kind of experiences, what kind of people and what kind of things you
encounter on your path. And with this knowledge comes the understanding that life is not happening to you, it
is happening for you. I personally think that there is a huge step between a person who vaguely hears about the
law of attraction and one who truly understands the power that lies within each one of us. Once you come to
the understanding that within your hands or rather within your mind lies the ability to create something you
will then see manifest in your own life, you start treating your mind in a whole different way. You also stop
seing yourself as a victim of the events happening in your life and you start embracing the limitless creative
being that you are. The same way a painter creates a painting, first in his mind and then on canevas, that is
exactly how you create your life. You gotta love my cheesy comparisons. Still a little sceptic about this whole
law of attraction thing? Basically, you must understand that our thoughts have this magnetic power that
attracts whatever is vibrationally alike and brings it into our experience. Knowing this, it is important to
understand that by controlling our thought process, we can control the life we have. We just have to be aware
of what we give attention to. So yes, absolutely we can be whatever we want to be, we can experience
whatever we want to experience if only we learn to utilize this law correctly. So it better be good. Now, the
next important thing to understand is that we attract not only specific things once in a while. Our thoughts
attract everything we give attention to. I feel like this one needs an example because many of the people I
know make a mistake right here. What are you giving attention to? So what will you attract? In that same
situation, if you imagine yourself receiving your grade and being really satisfied with the result, then your
attention is going to success and your thoughts, crazy little magnets, will attract success. Your attention to
something includes it in you vibration. This is not that hard when you think that you have the life you want at
the tip of your fingers.. All you have to do is understand that you are a creator and so, you can co-create with
the Universe the exact life you want. In order to start doing that, you must understand that your thoughts act as
magnets and that they will attract everything that you give attention too. If not, change it. Want to learn more
about the Law of Attraction? How well has it been working for you so far? What are your tips? Love love Are
you ready to manifest the life you truly desire? This Free Downloadable will teach you how to use Scripting, a
powerful Law of Attraction tool, to manifest the life you truly desire. There was an error submitting your
subscription. First Name Email Address We use this field to detect spam bots. If you fill this in, you will be
marked as a spammer.
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Theme[ edit ] The story background discusses how a future, ruined Chicago becomes a society that defines its
citizens by strict conformity to their social and personality-related affiliations with five different factions. The
factions are Abnegation to uphold selflessness, Amity to uphold peacefulness, Candor to uphold honesty,
Dauntless to uphold bravery, and Erudite, to uphold knowledge. Tris tests out for equal aptitude with three
different factions: Abnegation, Erudite, and Dauntless. This classifies her as "Divergent" and capable of
independent thought beyond the restrictive nature of the factions. She is warned never to share this
information with anyone for fear of her life. Divergent are a threat to the stable society, hunted and killed by
the ruthless leader of Erudite, Jeanine , in order to eliminate the "threat" of independent thinking. Those who
fail the initiation of their particular faction are deemed factionless, who are treated as a lower class and a drain
on society. Please help improve it by removing unnecessary details and making it more concise. August Learn
how and when to remove this template message Following the revelation of the truth about their city, Evelyn
Johnson-Eaton becomes the leader of the city and forces all faction members to live equally with the
factionless. Through confessing her role in the previous insurgency, Beatrice "Tris" Prior , Christina , and
Cara are pardoned. Tris is informed by Tobias "Four" Eaton that the faction members have formed the
"Allegiant", a rebel group wanting to restore the faction system. Tris is invited into a meeting with the
Allegiant, whose leaders, Cara and Johanna Reyes , have formulated a plan to usurp Evelyn as well as sending
envoys outside the city. Tris asks Tobias to free her brother, Caleb , upon hearing about his planned execution.
The two take them to the Bureau of Genetic Welfare and meet with its leader, David. David explains that their
cityâ€”Chicagoâ€”is walled off from the outside world as part of an experiment sanctioned by the US
Government to produce more genetically pure GP , or "Divergents", from the genetically-damaged GD ,
which are the result of a failed experiment to correct human genes that led to the "Purity War". Meanwhile,
Tobias is disheartened when he learns that he is not in fact a true Divergent. Tris is skeptical, albeit influenced
by a jealousy of Nita, when Tobias tells her the plan. From a sympathetic GP staff informant, Matthew , Nita
attempts to enter the Weapon Room, which involves setting a bomb that renders Uriah brain-damaged. Tris
learns that David intends to release memory serums capable of erasing memories to the Chicago population to
save his experiment. Tobias diverts halfway while carrying a memory serum, intending to inject it to his
mother. However, when he instead offers her to avert the war in exchange for becoming his mother again,
Evelyn agrees and goes outside to negotiate a peace settlement with Johanna and Marcus, requiring her to go
into self-exile for two years while Marcus has to vow never to attempt to lead Chicago. Tobias instead gives
the memory serum to Peter, who intends to start anew. Back at the Bureau, Caleb volunteers to expose the
memory serum, a certain suicidal mission due to the death serum planted there. However, Tris replaces him at
the last second. Though she is successful in repelling the death serum, David has been waiting for her inside
and proceeds to shoot her as she works to expose the memory serum. As she lies dying, Tris sees visions of
her mother embracing her before succumbing to her wounds and dying. Tobias goes into a deep depression
and is about to drink the memory serum to erase his memories with Tris, until Christina stops him. Two and a
half years later, Chicago is opening and rebuilding itself, with people moving in and out, regardless of their
gene purity. Tobias, having been working as an assistant council member under Johanna, welcomes Evelyn
back from her self-exile. Exploring him and his choices and his assumptions about the world was incredibly
interesting to me. Furthermore, she said that "I did not go through other ideas. It was always Allegiant , which
she defined as "One who is loyal or faithful to a particular cause or person. The Path to Allegiant Cover.
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You make known to me the path of life. Psalm I'm a little directionally challengedâ€”I can understand the general
directions, but as soon as someone gives me too much informationâ€”I'm lost.

Hi Jon, Paul Cohen here. What we said is that evolution, the changing of one species to another, is a lie, a
colossal one used by men to avoid responsibility of having to answer to their Maker. You have chosen to focus
on something we were not addressing. If a statement makes plain sense as it is, then we understand it that way.
Twisting it to mean something else is no different from what you criticize others for doing, when they twist
something that does not make literal sense to match their doctrine. We are not justifying our interpretation of
the Bible. We are plainly stating what the Word of God says, because we know the Author and receive our
understanding from Him. It is no more wrong for me to tell you that than it is for a doctor to tell a man with
hepatitis that his liver is damaged. It is a clinical, established fact. Otherwise, you are saying that Jesus
condemned Himself and His servants: For which is greater, the gold or the temple that sanctifies the gold? For
which is greater, the gift or the altar that sanctifies the gift? Did not He Who made the outside also make the
inside? That is what happened to you, Jon. This is not a slander; it is a call to repentance and better things.
You say of evolutionists versus Victor, who wrote the poem and the paper: Preachers of truth do not tell lies,
besides they are sent to preach the gospel of Christ and not to lecture on science. That is not the focus or
substance of their message. That is where foolishness resides. Preachers of truth do not have to admit they are
wrong in those things God gives them to preach, because the Truth does not vary. They are at one with Him
and His Word. Secondly, you are quite mistaken when putting your confidence in evolutionists and men in
general. For one who supposedly studied the Bible, you are very ignorant of what It says. There is none
righteous, no not one, 11 There is none who understands; there is none who seeks God. You are telling us that
evolutionists are open to being wrong. Knowing that they are wrong, we tell you that you could not be more
mistaken. Evolutionists are hardened in their hearts against God and can no more admit to being wrong than
the pope will admit he is antiChrist, which he is, along with many others. Trusting in man and yourself is not
wise, Jon. That is why we tell you that you need to repent, turning away from your wisdom, which is
foolishness, to Christ and His wisdom, which appears to you in your self-confidence to be foolishness. While
we know what we are talking about in spiritual matters and those things of the heart that God gives us to see
and declare, in other matters, like exercise, for example, we would not presume to know nearly what you do.
We would also have an advantage, however, because we are not trusting in our knowledge and could therefore
see and learn much, whereas those who put their trust in scientists and other experts are closed to anything that
contradicts and threatens what they perceive to be their turf. You write about nutrition. How readily do they
change their minds when confronted with the facts? So it is with evolutionists and all men. You have some
things to consider here, which we hope you will. Christ came to die for fools, not condemn them. Fools
condemn themselves when they do not believe the testimony of the only begotten Son of God. By His grace,
we are two fools who have been delivered from all condemnation by believing on His Name, having the same
faith that is in Him because He is in us. Did you make it to our other site: Hi Jon, Victor here, You have
arrayed several straw men and denounced them. You have not responsibly taken the time to read what we have
written, as though you knew it all. Your letter reveals a two-fold ignorance â€” one, of what we are saying,
and two, of what the Bible has to say. That was a fundamental belief for longer than we have had
Protestantism! These are just two of the dozens of points where The Bible and science butt heads. It is theory,
three theories actually, each proving the other wrong. Evolution denies the established laws of science, yet
claims to be scientific. While all of nature proves the Bible to be true, it proves evolution false every day.
Where do you see one species evolving from another? Yet you see species beget like species, just as the Bible
declares. I challenge you to show us anything in the Bible that contradicts true science which has tried and
proven facts to support its declarations , or that the Bible claims the earth is flat. You believe you have some
knowledge and authority in your department. In fact, we have met, and convene with, the Creator of all
departments. That being so, we have things that would tremendously profit you, if you were prepared to resist
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the temptation to brush us off, and subsequently hear us out. We know whereof we speak. Paul, I can see why
you leapt on the straw man. That was not my motive as I did not intend a formal debate. With that said, and
with all due respect, I left debate long behind me in college. Why should I repeat what Rook and company
have written at TalkOrigins. Plus this is the definition of futile as you start with a foundational axiom that is
impossible to prove: That neither makes them right or the majority right. I agree with you on that point: Yet at
some point, the majority must be the consensus unless you breach the conspiracy theory circles. Hence the
guys saying the earth is flat, we never went to the moon, and so-on. Back to the young earth scientists. Lastly,
since you cannot prove a negativeâ€¦ta-da. I will ask you to prove the Koran is not the Word of God, or that
there is not an iron ball in orbit around Pluto, or that I did not talk to Zeus this morning over coffee. I could
spend all day on a response to your musings if I had the timeâ€¦: The passages show no differentiation. You
probably refer to that as figurative, but I suggest you do so for the same reasons. And what of historical
reference? Unfortunately, a stationary earth was common among the science of the Greeks and most of the
Jewish scribes who bothered learning it. There is no quid pro on this. So, are you more intelligent than your
year-old predecessors? Now, that does not mean categorically that you could not change your position. It
merely makes it more inconvenient and less likely that you will do so, especially as it seems, to us, as
complete and common sense. Should I point you to commentaries? Creation scientist websites, perhaps? Be
that ice rings in the Antarctic, or refuting the logic of how we can land a rover on Mars within a few feet of its
intended target using the same calculations we use to determine that Alpha Centauri 4. That Mars missionâ€¦a
fluke? A lie like the Lunar missions? Finally, if you indeed this is as a debate goodness knows why , you of all
people should know that quoting scripture will get you nowhere. It is something assumed, be it right or wrong.
Every human being concludes, Paul. We all use reason to determine our stance. You used reason to come to
faith. You cannot dismiss the mind of man in this equation. YOU came to that conclusion by the process of
rational thought. On the bright side, fifty, perhaps one hundred years from now, no one will be having this
conversation. Just quiz any history scholar who just happens to be Catholic. They will wince when bringing
the lightening rodâ€¦. Finally â€” Paul, Victor, you guys seem like likeable chaps. If you want to serve your
God, spend the time you are writing to me â€” including the time you will probably take crafting a
well-formed reply â€” by feeding the hungry and visiting the sick. Sorry Paulâ€¦just one moreâ€¦I promise.
Peter was a thrice-liar, but that could be argued that it was before he was officially a preacher. I just disagree
with you. They are common in Christian circles. Hi Jon, Yes, we will answer you, and in some detail as you
suggested, though not to debate the matter as if we must prove something to you or ourselves. We have many
other things to do, as do you. However, there is great profit to be had by all in this answer.
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To change something, build a new model that makes the existing model obsolete. For a starting description of
that concept, see this article. Today, what I see and experience in the University environment is the pace of
knowledge creation becoming so intense and so fast that our current tools for researching, building and
expressing new knowledge are outdated. This strikes me as a set of problems in need of a very large fix. So I
want to introduce what I think is a very exciting step forward in beginning to address those issues. Here is a
video describing their product, with an introduction to the initiative. I encourage you to watch it before
reading any further. Let me fill you in on the thinking behind this announcement. But those existing tools
make no real provision for analyzing this existing knowledge or drawing correlations between data sources,
nor do they suggest overlaps, visualize the results or allow the user to easily bring together the people behind
the knowledge found. The existing tools do not give the capability to start building new knowledge, only to
find existing knowledge. However the Exaptive product moves us down the path towards knowledge creation
and more. The implications of this are really far reaching. Our researcher knows English and several other
languages, but not all the languages in which that concept might be expressed. By using known taxonomies,
linked data, library related and accessible authority files, we hope to be able to do the analysis of data sources,
then visualize the results to show the overlap and correlations that exists between data sources. We believe
when data sources are analyzed this way the Exaptive product should provide tremendous new insight into the
topic and field of study. Unlike social networks where you have to slowly and manually build your
connections or friends, the cognitive network is built automatically as researchers explore, select, filter and
analyze the data they need. This cognitive network can become a set of collaborators or peers that, if willing,
could be focused on analyzing, vetting and refining the new knowledge from inception to dissemination. Yes,
obviously, trust plays a huge part in this and must be dealt with as part of the model. Rather it would
accommodate knowledge being born digitally, and once vetted by the cognitive network, could quickly be
disseminated to others for them to continue the cycle and build upon yet further. Think about how powerful
that could be in creating new knowledge! One thing I need to say at this point is that doing this is both a
technological challenge and a change management challenge. If this project is successful, it has the capability
to remarkably change the engagement and knowledge creation experience for many people. We need to do
that in order to ensure they are very successful in doing so. It puts users on the front edge of research and
dissemination in their field and it gives us a success case to point towards as we talk with others and try to
inspire them. Of course, those that wish to work in isolation can continue to do so, even with this new model.
However, new value would be added to ideas by bringing multi-disciplinary and multi-faceted viewpoints to
the table throughout the lifetime of an idea, which will help to make these ideas substantially more valuable
and more applicable in the end. We already see the health sciences field moving in this direction because they
so clearly understand the inter-connected nature of the organs of the human body and the need to bring
researchers together as ideas are developed. As I said above, there are lots of implications for new models of
knowledge creation based on this initiative. Existing culture and change are two of the largest challenges early
in the process.
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